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Preface

The joy of colouring and craft work crosses all age barriers. A new set of colouring books and art material excites all children. Pablo Picasso once observed, 

“Every child is an artist. The problem is how to remain an artist once he grows up.” We as teachers or parents need to nurture creativity and knowledge in 

children.

Happy Times with Art and Craft is an exciting new series of eight graded books with interactive CDs. These are designed to bring in the joy of creating a variety 

of art work, making a host of craft work and exploring the exciting digital media. 

The activities and projects presented in this book help children develop many important skills besides appreciation of aesthetics. Skills such as hand-eye 

coordination, scissors skills, colour concepts, spatial perception, picture comprehension, problem solving, communicating skills, etc. are known to form the 

foundation for early learning success. 

The interactive CD-ROMs complement the books. They extend the horizons of art in directions beyond imagination. The CD-ROMs are packed with fun features 

- Print and Colour, Print a Card, Art gallery, Look and Learn, Click and Colour, Add and Colour, Colours of Light, and Complete the Symmetry.  For today's young 

artists, the digital media expands the boundaries of space and time. Explore all these together with your child. 

We are indebted to the team of artists and art enthusiasts who made it possible to bring out this series.

We thank Ms. Vanee Gopalan of DPS, Bangalore South, for her creative content and some of the art-work demonstrations that have been photographed and 

used in our books. 

We would like to thank Ms. Preethi Aghalayam, an architect and a keen art enthusiast for her contribution in bringing out the Nursery content and the 

photographed demonstrations. 

We would also like to thank Ms. Bhagyashree Kishore for the art worksheets that have been used in the Books and CDs.

Also, we acknowledge with gratitude, the interest shown in reviewing and the inputs given for enhancement of the series by:

Ms. Sonia Bains of D.L.D.A.V. Model School, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi

Ms. Sutapa Ghosh of Ramjas Public School (Day Boarding), Anand Parbat, New Delhi

Ms. Jyoti Aswani of Ryan International School, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi

And last but not the least, our special thanks to Ms. Girija Bhaskar, an avid art collector for permitting us to photograph some of her collection of original pieces 

of Indian folk art.  

Through this series of Books and CDs we humbly aim to imbibe in the children a love for creative art and aesthetics. Let's make the learning a joyful experience.
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Colouring concept – Primary colours

fun with colours
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There are three Primary colours.
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